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New Encounters with Les Demoiselles d'Avignon: 
Gender, Race, and the Origins of Cubism 

Anna C. Chave 

What was "the amazing act upon which all the art of our 

century is built"? What is "the most innovative painting since 
Giotto," the " 'harbinger comet of the new century,' " the 

very "paradigm of all modern art," no less?' What is the 
modern art-historical equivalent of the Greatest Story Ever 
Told? What else but the monumental Demoiselles d'Avignon 
(Fig. 1) painted by Picasso in 1907? Six years ago, this single 
painting, "probably the first truly twentieth-century paint- 
ing," occasioned a major exhibition at the Musee Picasso in 
Paris commemorated by a ponderous two-volume cata- 

logue.2 The director of the department of painting and 

sculpture at the Museum of Modern Art in New York swore 
he would kill himself if the plane transporting the work to 
that event were to crash.3 What can account for such 

hyperbole, for such an unparalleled fixation on a particular 
picture? 

"In mystical terms, with this painting we bid farewell to all 
the paintings of the past," pronounced Andre Breton of Les 
Demoiselles.4 More than any other work of art, Picasso's 

picture has been held to mark or even to have precipitated 
the demise of the old visual order and the advent of the new. 
That art historians should have conscripted Les Demoiselles to 
serve in such a strategic capacity might seem odd, however, if 
we take into account that the cognoscenti resoundingly 
rejected the picture at the time it was painted, and that it 
remained all but invisible to the public for three decades 
thereafter, when it finally found an audience-though at first 

only in the United States.5 The painting "seemed to every- 
one something mad or monstrous," the dealer Daniel-Henry 
Kahnweiler recalled; "Derain told me that one day Picasso 
would be found hanging behind his big picture."6 

Why have historians parlayed this once reviled and ig- 
nored image of five rather alien-looking prostitutes vying for 
a client into the decisive site of the downfall of the prevailing 
visual regime?7 Undeniably, Picasso violated pictorial conven- 
tion in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon: by his deidealization of the 
human form, his disuse of illusionistic space, and his deploy- 
ment of a mixture of visual idioms. In the standard art- 
historical narratives, however, these violations on the artist's 
part tend to get conflated with the putatively violent aspect of 
the women he depicted, who often come to assume a kind of 
autonomous agency. And whereas Picasso's contemporaries 
fingered him as the perpetrator who "attacked" his female 
figures, later accounts often cast the artist together with the 
viewing public as the prostitutes' victims.8 Leo Steinberg 
experienced the picture as a "tidal wave of female aggression 
... an onslaught"; Robert Rosenblum perceived it as an 
"explosion" triggered by "five nudes [who] force their 
eroticized flesh upon us with a primal attack"; and Max 
Kozloff deemed it simply "a massacre."9 

Les Demoiselles d'Avignon is generally credited not only with 
a momentous act of destruction, but also with one of 
creation. Long designated the first Cubist painting-"the 
signal for the Cubist revolution" in its full-fledged disman- 
tling of representational conventionsI-0-the painting is now 
more loosely considered a curtain raiser or trigger to Cub- 

ism."1 Others had pulled crucial triggers before Picasso, 
however. When Baudelaire told Manet, "You are only the 
first in the decrepitude of your art," he referred to the 
scandalously frank picture of a courtesan, Olympia, rendered 
with startling flatness in 1865. For that matter, a compressed 
or otherwise compromised female form, often that of a 

I thank Christine Poggi, Lisa Saltzman, and Lor- 
raine O'Grady for their comments on earlier ver- 
sions of this manuscript. 
1. Bois, 1988, 172; Richardson, 475; a phrase of 
Max Jacob's employed by Arianna S. Huffington to 
describe Les Demoiselles (A. S. Huffington, Picasso: 
Creator and Destroyer, New York, 1988, 93); and 
Steinberg, 20 (Steinberg says that the painting has 
come to be regarded in such terms, not that he 
himself sees it in that way). 
2. E. F. Fry, Cubism, New York, 1966, 12; and 
Seckel. 
3. This story is told by Bois, who helpfully sug- 
gested to William Rubin that he ride along with the 
painting, thereby sparing the necessity for the 
suicide (Bois, 1988, 172, n. 14). 
4. Cited by Daix, 1993, 187. Breton became a 
champion of the painting in the 1920s: in 1923 he 
engineered its (initial) sale, to Jacques Doucet; and 
in 1925 he reproduced it in La Rdvolution surrialiste 
(ibid., 69, 252). 
5. Les Demoiselles was first reproduced in theArchitec- 
tural Record of May 1910. Though it was visible in a 
studio photograph published by Andre Salmon in 
1912, it was not properly reproduced in France 
until 1925 (see n. 4, above). The painting was first 

exhibited by Salmon at the Salon d'Antin in 1916, 
but it met "with indifference." In 1939 Alfred Barr 
acquired it for the Museum of Modern Art, where it 
has remained ever since, the virtual centerpiece of 
the collection. It was not shown again in France 
until 1953, when it again "receive[d] very little 
attention" (Daix, 1993, 68-69). 
6. Cited in Rubin, 1989, 348. Those openly critical 
of the picture included Georges Braque, Leo Stein, 
Guillaume Apollinaire, and Felix Feneon (ibid., 
348, 346), Ambroise Vollard (Daix, 1993, 79), and 
the collector Sergei Shchukin, who appeared at 
Gertrude Stein's home, "almost in tears," bemoan- 
ing the "loss for French art (G. Stein, Picasso [1938], 
New York, 1984, 18). Stein supported the picture 
(Daix, 1993, 79), as did Salmon and Ardengo 
Soffici (Rubin, 1989, 348). 
7. That this way of narrating the story of modern 
art has entailed an overestimation of Picasso at the 
expense of other modernist pioneers, including 
some active in centers other than Paris, could easily 
be, though it will not be, a subtheme of the present 
essay. 
8. The word is Salmon's, cited in McCully, 57. 
9. Steinberg, 22; R. Rosenblum, "The 'Demoiselles 
d'Avignon' Revisited," Artnews, LXXII, no. 4, Apr. 

1973, 45; and Kozloff, 35. Kozloff does not clarify 
whom he regards as the sociopath(s), whether 
Picasso (whose "antipathy to his disfigured sub- 
jects" is mentioned) or the prostitutes (those "aveng- 
ing furies of a new order"), or who would be the 
victims (Kozloff, 38, 37). 
10. Salmon's phrase, cited in McCully, 140. 
11. The earliest dissenter from the position (pro- 
mulgated by such authorities as Kahnweiler and 
Barr) that Les Demoiselles was the first Cubist picture 
was John Golding, who still regarded the picture as 
"a natural starting-point for the history of Cubism" 
(J. Golding, "The 'Demoiselles d'Avignon,' " Burl- 
ington Magazine, c, 1958, 162-63). Rubin much 
later took up this point, arguing that the picture 
"pointed mostly in directions opposite to Cubism's 
character and structure-although it cleared the 
path for its development." Further, "none of the 
earliest references to the Demoiselles characterizes 
it as Cubist; nor did Kahnweiler so qualify it in 'Der 
Kubismus' [of 1916].... By 1920, he had appar- 
ently changed his mind" (Rubin, 1983, 628, 644). 
Richardson persists in the view that the picture 
"established a new pictorial syntax" (Richardson, 
475). 
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1 Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, 1907, oil on canvas. New York, The Museum of Modern Art, Acquired through the Lillie P. 

Bliss Bequest (photo: Museum of Modern Art) 
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prostitute or femme fatale, would come to serve almost as an 
avatar of modernism.'2 Feminist critics have lately diagnosed 
this fact, that the avant-garde's testing of cultural limits so 
often played itself out on the female body, as symptomatic of 
a visual regime where "Woman" serves as "the very ground of 

representation, both object and support of a desire which, 
intimately bound up with power and creativity, is the moving 
force of culture and history."'3 

The Greatest Story Ever Told was perforce a narrative of 
exclusion, then: a story told by a heterosexual white male of 

European descent for an audience answering to the same 

description; and the stories told ever since about that 
Greatest Story have mostly been no less narratives told by 
straight white males for a like public. Virtually every critic 
who has addressed Les Demoiselles has not only assumed what 
is indisputable-that the picture's intended viewer is male 
and heterosexual-but has also elected to consider only the 

experience of that viewer, as if no one else ever looked at the 

painting. (Through Les Demoiselles, Picasso "tells us what our 
desires are," one critic declared, peremptorily.)14 No doubt 
Picasso's chosen subject dictates this scenario, since today, 
just as in 1907, prostitution marks an indelible social bound- 

ary between the sexes: between men, who can routinely 
contract for the sexual services of women, and women, who 
have never had a comparable opportunity.'5 

Among my objectives in the present text, then, is to 
examine where Les Demoiselles d'Avignon positions some of its 

unanticipated viewers; to explore the painting from, as it 
were, unauthorized perspectives. What follows is a study in 

reception, present and past, in short, but one that takes its 
focus through the critical lenses of gender and race. (Exam- 
ining the painting's reception history from a given, raking 
angle, not in a full, even light, will bring some neglected 
aspects of that history into relief while, admittedly, flattening 
or obscuring other elements that would figure prominently 
in a more general or comprehensive kind of reception 
study.)16 Poststructuralist and reception theories have shown 
that all publicly circulated images accrue meanings beyond 
their makers' intent and control, or that the meanings of 
works of art are more contingent than immanent, for in the 

act of interpreting art works critics shape their significance 
by shaping how and what the public sees. As for the terms in 

which Les Demoiselles has been read, they have often been 

incipiently sexist, heterosexist, racist, and neocolonialist: so I 
will argue. (I should perhaps add plainly that neither 
Picasso's own intentions for the picture nor his susceptibility 
to the biases enumerated above are the principal subjects of 

investigation here.) 
To begin with, the place that Les Demoiselles d'Avignon 

conspicuously marks out for a client-viewer is hopelessly 
unsuited to me-a heterosexual, feminist, female viewer.17 
But I can find some basis to identify with its protagonists. 
Although my privileged background has insulated me from 
the desperate straits that have long driven women to toil in 
the sex industry, like other independent women I nonethe- 
less have an inkling of what it means to be treated as a 

prostitute. When I traverse the city streets alone I am subject 
to pestering by strange men who lewdly congratulate me on 

aspects of my anatomy while ordering me to smile. If I am 
not mistaken for a prostitute, given my reserved dress and 

behavior, I remain prey to that pervasive suspicion that a 
trace of whore lurks in every woman-just as an "honest" 
woman supposedly lurks in every whore. 

As it happens, the streets in my own longtime neighbor- 
hood on Manhattan's Lower East Side encompass a major 
prostitute "stroll." The streetwalkers I encounter there are a 
lower class of prostitute, more drug-addicted and ill than the 

type of woman Picasso portrayed, but I occasionally see them 
assume the poses of the two demoiselles at the center of the 

painting, their arms crooked over their heads in an age-old 
formula for seductive femininity. On the Lower East Side, as 
in Picasso's picture, however, the woodenness of the women's 
stances and their faces' masklike stolidity suggest that they 
know they are party to a tiresome artifice. Like virtually all 

women, I have engaged in such half-hearted acts of simula- 

tion, engaged in such a "masquerade,"'8 and this helps me to 
view the demoiselles empathetically: they seem to me at once 
to demonstrate and to withdraw from patriarchal stereotypes 
of femininity, as if in an act of noncooperative cooperation. 
These women-who are Picasso's fictions no doubt, but 
fictions founded on his observations of actual, disgruntled 
women and prostitutes-these women can be had, of course, 
but on another level they are not for the having, and that 

puts the client-viewer in a position of nerve-wracking uncer- 

12. "From the mid-nineteenth century to the begin- 
ning of the twentieth, modernism obsessionally and 

anxiously displays its innovative desire by fragment- 
ing and disfiguring the female sexual body, epito- 
mized in male fantasy by the prostitute," observes 
Bernheimer, 266. Baudelaire's remark is cited in 
ibid., 292, n. 51. 

13. T. de Lauretis, Alice Doesn't: Feminism, Semiotics, 
Cinema, Bloomington, Ind., 1984, 13. Also, "mascu- 
line sexuality and in particular its commercial 

exchange dominate the works seen as the 'found- 

ing mounuments of modern art,' " notes Janet 
Wolff (who credits Griselda Pollock for this insight); 
it follows that "the definition of the modern, and 
the nature of modernism, derived from the experi- 
ence of men and hence excluded women" (J. 
Wolff,Feminine Sentences: Essays on Women and Cul- 
ture, Berkeley, 1990, 57, 58). 
14. R. Johnson, "The 'Demoiselles d'Avignon' and 

Dionysian Destruction," Arts, Oct. 1980, 94; my 
emphasis. 

15. First to remark on the dynamic of exclusion at 
work in Les Demoiselles was C. Duncan, "The MoMA's 

Hot Mamas," Art Journal, XLVIII, no. 2, Summer 
1989, 175-76. 
16. A more traditional study of the reception of Les 
Demoiselles is promised by a new publication-- 
William Rubin, Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, Studies in 
Modern Art, no. 3, New York, 1994-which was as 

yet unavailable when the present essay went to 

press. 
17. Though I do not address the position of the 
lesbian viewer in this paper, it is an issue worth 

pursuing, particularly considering that aristocratic, 
lesbian patrons frequented brothels to an extent in 

turn-of-the-century Paris, and that prostitutes at 
the better establishments were trained and ex- 

pected to serve this clientele. See Corbin, 125. 

18. That womanliness and masquerade are in a 
sense one and the same was initially suggested by 
the psychoanalystJoan Riviere (J. Riviere, "Woman- 
liness as a Masquerade" (1929), in Formations of 
Fantasy, ed. V. Burgin, J. Donald, and C. Kaplan, 

London, 1986, 35-44; see also S. Heath, "Joan 
Riviere and the Masquerade," in ibid., 45-61). 
19. Luce Irigaray, cited in Heath (as in n. 18), 54. 

20. Whether Picasso's intention in giving carica- 
tured African masks to these prostitutes was con- 

sciously denigratory or not is a moot point. 
Leighten, who was the first to focus on the issue of 
colonialism in relation to Les Demoiselles, has argued 
strenuously, but I believe unconvincingly, that his 

gesture was one of fervent solidarity with anticolo- 
nial thinking (P. Leighten, "The White Peril and 

L'Art nWgre: Picasso, Primitivism, and Anticolonial- 
ism," Art Bulletin, LXXII, no. 4, 1990, 609-30). 
21. H. Bhabha, "Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambiva- 
lence of Colonial Discourse," October, no. 28, Spring 
1984, 126-27. Mimicry can go two ways, of course, 
but for a white person to imitate a person of color, 
to perform in effect as a minstrel, is at once to 

acknowledge and to disavow "difference at the level 
of the body." From that perspective, minstrelsy 
emerges as a form of fetishism, an attempt "to 
restore the wholeness and unity threatened by the 
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tainty; of not knowing what lies behind the mask. For 

women, meanwhile, the price of this strategy is a profound 
sense of alienation, insofar as "the masquerade ... is what 
women do ... in order to participate in man's desire, but at 
the cost of giving up [their own]."'19 

A different kind of masquerade, an act not only of mimicry 
but also of minstrelsy, is figured by the two boisterous women 
on the right-hand side of the picture, where Picasso carica- 
tured sacred African masks and employed them in a brazenly 
disrespectful way.20 Mimicry is an act of appropriation and 
"one of the most elusive and effective strategies of colonial 

power and knowledge," observes Homi Bhabha, adding, 
"mimicry is at once resemblance and menace."21 These 
demoiselles offend me, then-and yet, I confess, they attract 
me too: not because their outrageous headgear pokes fun at 
Africans but because it makes fun of the prostitutes' clients, 

despoiling their sexual appetites. In the boldly squatting 
figure at the lower right-with her backside turned as if she 
were "mooning" the johns, while her mask is swiveled 
forward to terrify them-and in the energy of the woman 

barging through the curtains above her, I see bodies that 
educe comparatively natural and confident postures. And I 

identify with these disruptive figures who impetuously signal 
their clientele to get lost, while damning the consequences. 

In other critics' accounts, the demoiselles in Africanesque 
masks have never figured in any way as sympathetic, but only 
as repellent-indeed, as by far the most repellent of all five 

women, who are generally viewed as disease-ridden harpies. 
The demoiselles appear not hideous or sickly to me, how- 

ever, but plain and strong. Their exaggerated, stylized 
features render them somewhat comical-a bit like the 

simple figures in the "Little Jimmy" cartoons that Picasso 
loved at the time he painted this picture-but no more ugly 
than the artist himself appeared in self-portraits of this 

period, similarly stylized images that critics do not call 

grotesque.22 True, the demoiselles are thick-limbed, angu- 
lar, and broad-featured, a physiologic type associated with 
laborers' stock, but Picasso also had a stocky body and critics 

hardly find it gross. 
To my eye, the unmasked faces of the three figures on the 

left side of the picture suggest not syphilitic monsters but the 

glazed-over visages of hard-worn pros. The two women at the 

picture's center appear to direct ajaundiced gaze toward the 

unending parade of men before them. The woman farthest 
to the left, the most covered and stiffly restrained of the 

figures, seems especially businesslike; she evokes a madam 

holding open the drapery for the patrons' sake while keep- 
ing a steady eye on her charges. (I note that her two hands 
and one of her feet are visible, moreover, whereas, among 
the other four women, only a single hand and no feet were 

depicted: thus Picasso symbolically disabled those figures.) 
Together, the demoiselles might recall the prostitutes and 
madams in Brassai's later photographs-unashamed, com- 

petent, solid, and tough-looking women trapped in miser- 
able circumstances.23 

If being the same sex as the demoiselles, the second sex, 

puts me at a disadvantage in front of this picture, it entails 
some advantage too-a moral advantage over the men who 
are supposed to be standing where I stand, men who would 

readily exploit fellow human beings in this vile way.24 Instead 
of letting me bathe in a sense of innocence, however, the 

picture brings me also a guilty thrill at gaining this close-up 
view of a tawdry ritual that men ordinarily perform well 
removed from the curious and censorious gaze of women 
such as myself. That sense of my anomalousness at the scene 
of this impending transaction underlines the separation 
between the demoiselles and myself, driving home the fact 
that prostitutes were and are far more vulnerable than I. Yet 
the demoiselles are not, after all, the streetwalkers who are 
most often the targets of psychopathic Jack the Rippers and 

Joel Rifkinds; they reside in a brothel under state-regulated 
conditions,25 and they appear to me quite unafraid. The 
terror in this situation has appertained instead, for reasons I 
shall explore, to the male viewing public. 

By no means would I wish to argue that there has been a 
uniform and univocal response to Les Demoiselles d'Avignon 
amongst its male audience. Yet I can state that something 
like a prototypical male response to the picture has emerged, 
particularly in treatments of it over the last two decades-a 

response centering on the awfulness and fearsomeness of the 

depicted prostitutes. Given that prostitution originated and 
exists precisely to fulfill male desires, how are we to account 
for the unmitigated dearth of pleasure expressed by male 

sight of difference, yet because it enters into the 

game of mimicry it is condemned to keep alive the 

possibility that there may be 'no presence or iden 

tity behind the mask' " (T. Modleski, "Cinema and 
the Dark Continent: Race and Gender in Popular 
Film," in L. S. Kauffman, ed., American Feminist 

Thought at Century's End: A Reader, Cambridge, 
Mass., 1993, 76). 
22. See, e.g., Picasso's Self-Portrait of 1907, in the 
National Gallery, Prague, reproduced in Pablo Pic- 
asso, ed. W. Rubin, exh. cat., Museum of Modern 
Art, New York, 1980, 92. On Picasso's liberal use of 
cartoons and caricature, see A. Gopnik, "High and 
Low: Caricature, Primitivism, and the Cubist Por- 
trait," Art Journal, XLIII, no. 4, Winter 1983, 371- 
76. 
23. Art historians have tended to concern them- 
selves, at most, with the abstract figure of the 
prostitute as metaphor, rather than with the reali- 
ties of such women's experience. In the absence of 
studies describing the texture of French prosti- 
tutes' lives at the turn of the century, we might refer 

to feminist historian Ruth Rosen's work on prosti- 
tutes in the U.S. Rosen observes that poor andun- 
skilled women at this time often faced unenviable 
decisions: between entering loveless marriages 
merely to gain economic protection, working for 
starvation wages, or selling their bodies as "sport- 
ing women," so that entering brothels was not 
invariably their worst option. Further, she identifies 
a prostitutes' "subculture with its own values, class 
structure, political economy, folk culture, and so- 
cial relations," including a sometimes beneficent 
form of "sisterhood" (a picture one might have 
inferred from E. J. Bellocq's affecting portraits of 
the brothel inmates in Storyville, La.). Typically, 
prostitutes did not disparage themselves or their 
trade, but "maintained an attitude of defensive 
superiority toward 'respectable' members of the 
rest of the society," including their clients, whom 
they generally regarded as suckers. "Even the 
language of the trade, 'turning a trick', reflected 
the hoax that the prostitute was perpetrating on 
the customer" (R. Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood: Prosti- 

tution in America, 1900-1918, Baltimore, 1982, 
xiv, xvii, 102, 91). French slang for a john was 
"michet," which translates roughly as "sucker" or 
"dude" (Corbin, 83). 
24. Though of course not all men patronize prosti- 
tutes, Les Demoiselles effectively implicates all straight 
men as possible customers, thus placing those men 
who deplore prostitution in a specially disconcert- 
ing position. It bears adding that the patronizing of 
prostitutes is probably more stigmatized in the U.S. 
than in Europe, a discrepancy explained in part by 
a loose (and now eroded) tradition that European 
men are sexually initiated by prostitutes, while 
North American men are expected to lose their 
virginity to female intimates, if not to their wives. 
American men who do not avail themselves of 
prostitutes' services may find themselves in a more 
awkward position before Picasso's painting than 
their European counterparts, then-though I note 
that embarrassment has not been among the feel- 
ings reported by male critics. 
25. See Corbin, passim. 
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viewers of the painting?26 So gripped by anxiety has the 

(prototypical) male viewer been that he has failed to antici- 

pate any gratification the demoiselles' nude bodies might 
augur. As Charles Bernheimer portrays him, this viewer 

quails before the spectacle of women who embody "his worst 
fears of their atavistic primitivism, animalistic destructive- 
ness, and cold, impersonal eroticism."27 Such feelings of 

"deep-seated fear and loathing of the female body" are often 
attributed equally to the picture's author. And William Rubin 
comments that such attitudes are "commonplace in male 

psychology" in any case, so that Picasso's great achievement 
in Les Demoiselles was to make this syndrome emerge as "a 
new insight-all the more universal for being so common- 

place."28 
That contempt for women is integral to normal male 

psychology was suggested, predictably, by Freud; noting the 

prevalence of men's "desire to depreciate" women, he 
observed that "the curb put upon love by civilization involves 
a universal [read: male] tendency to debase sexual objects."'29 
In this light, we might note the critics' penchant for describ- 

ing the women Picasso depicted not simply as prostitutes, but 
as whores, sluts, harlots, strumpets, trollops, and doxies (to 
take Steinberg's lexicon) or as "a species of bitch goddess" 
whose bodies "may not even deserve the name human" (as 
Kozloff calls them).30 That the psychological mainspring of 
the response to Les Demoiselles has been more contempt and 
fear than desire surely stems in no small part from the fact 
that viewers find themselves exposed not to just any brothel, 
moreover, but to a "brothel reverting to jungle"; one 
inhabited by more or less exotic-looking women.31 

Inasmuch as they figure the exotic, the demoiselles' bodies 
are doubly branded as sexual, for historically, the exotic-or, 
more specifically, the African and the so-called Oriental 
woman-has often been conflated with the erotic in the 

European imagination.32 The prostitute functions too, of 

course, as evidence of an excess of sexuality. And by the turn 
of the century, as Western women generally chafed at the bit 
for more freedom of movement, the "conjunction" of women 
and the city epitomized by the prostitute "suggest[ed] the 

potential of an intolerable and dangerous sexuality, a sexual- 

ity which is out of bounds precisely as a result of the woman's 

revised relation to space, her new ability to 'wander' (and 
hence to 'err')."33 Fear of the prostitute spilled over into 

anxiety about the sexual continence of all women, anxiety 

about distinguishing decent women from indecent ones, and 
concern that the former may yet vanish.34 

In the view of some astute observers of modern life, 
including most notably Walter Benjamin, the prostitute 
would emerge as a key figure of urban modernity. With the 

flourishing of capitalism came the ascent of the commodity, 
and in the prostitute's collapsing of the distinction between 
the merchandise and the merchant we find (as Benjamin 
said) the very apotheosis of the commodity.35 The prostitute 
could be identified with and blamed for not only the 

encroaching commodification, the growing coldness or super- 
ficiality of social relations, but also the very "decline of love" 
itself.36 Where images of nude women once stood as tokens 
of plenitude and joy, pictures of nude prostitutes would 
stand instead as the specters of a society that no longer 
makes room for joy or love unless they can be bought and 
sold. From one feminist perspective, then, these figures raise 
the question: "Does pleasure, for masculine sexuality, consist 
in anything other than the appropriation of nature, in the 
desire to make it (re)produce, and in exchanges of its/these 

products with other members of society? An essentially 
economic pleasure.""37 

In her connection to a peculiarly modern and virulent 
form of social plague, then, the prostitute made a specially 
fitting emblem of modernity-which should help explain 
why Les Demoiselles d'Avignon has been singled out as the very 
"paradigm of all modern art." But such accounts of the 

prostitute's moment do not explain why this specific painting 
attained a unique prominence surpassing that of, say, Olym- 
pia. After all, since it debuted in the Salon and passed after 
Manet's death into the collection of the state, Olympia could 
and did serve as a continuing reference point for critics and 
other artists, whereas for several decades after Picasso com- 

pleted Les Demoiselles, it remained largely unseen and unmen- 
tioned. 

What made Picasso's painting initially seem less suited for 

public display than for the studio was that, in deploying 
disparate visual idioms to render different physiognomic 
types, he left the work in a disjunctive state, such that 
historians debated for some time whether it was actually 
finished. If the disintegration of the great traditions of 

painting could already be detected in Olympia, the evidence 
of that decrepitude was plainly that much further advanced 

in Les Demoiselles. And insofar as it calls the very notion of a 

26. Bernheimer's careful analysis of the ambivalent 

position of the male viewer of Degas's monotypes of 
brothel scenes (works Picasso deeply admired) pro- 
vides one answer. Bernheimer concedes that these 

pictures "appear to address the male viewer's social 

privilege, to construe him as a voyeur, and to cater 
to his misogyny," but he argues that "they under- 
take this construction duplicitously," granting the 

spectator a privileged view of the sexually available 
female body while deprivileging that view by pre- 
senting not nubile temptresses but conspicuously 
"alienated products of a consumer culture" that 
thwart the spectator's desire. Deflecting attention 
from a persistent biographical question, whether 

Degas himself was a misogynist, Bernheimer ob- 
serves that "misogyny, cruelty, disdain--attitudes 
often attributed to Degas, as if his art were a space 
of self-representation-can more accurately be in- 
terpreted as functions of the capitalist ideology that 
defines and confines woman's value in representa- 

tional practice" (Bernheimer, 185, 189). Pace Bern- 
heimer, Degas's (and Picasso's) art is also a space of 

self-representation. To my mind, the sense of 
malaise permeating their prostitute images evinces 
less concern for the women's plight than anxiety- 
about the artists' own, as well as, by extension, for 
the fate of other male subjects like themselves. 
27. Ibid., 269-70. 
28. Rubin, 1983, 629. Picasso's "Andalusian mi- 

sogyny" is mentioned by Richardson, 68; his "obses- 
sive fear of the destructive power of women" is 
described by Daix, 1988, 136. 
29. Cited in S. Kofman, The Enigma of Women: 
Woman in Freud's Writings, trans. C. Porter, Ithaca, 
N.Y., 1985, 81. 
30. Steinberg, passim; and Kozloff, 35-36. 
31. Steinberg, 24. 
32. "The seduction and conquest of the African 
woman became a metaphor for the conquest of 

Africa itself.... to both were attributed the same, 
irresistible, deadly charm" (Nicolas Monti, cited in 
Doane, 213). Regarding the hypersexualization of 
the black female body, see also S. L. Gilman, "Black 
Bodies, White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of 
Female Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-Century Art, 
Medicine, and Literature," in H. L. Gates, Jr., ed., 
"Race," Writing, and Diference, Chicago, 1986. Gil- 
man stresses the fascination of Europeans with the 

pronounced buttocks of some women of Africandes- 
cent, a point that bears on the lavish display of 
buttocks by the woman in the African mask at the 
lower right of Les Demoiselles. 
33. Doane, 263. 
34. See H. Clayson, Painted Love: Prostitution in 
French Art of the Impressionist Era, New Haven, 1991. 
35. See Clayson's discussion of Benjamin, Baude- 
laire, and Simmel on the subject of prostitution in 
ibid., 7-9. 
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unified style, and so the possibility of finish, into question, 
the painting's ruptured aspect made it serve the purpose of 

signifying a moment of rupture particularly well. The evolu- 
tion of Cubism was impelled by a realization of "the conven- 
tional rather than the imitative nature of representation," as 
Christine Poggi succinctly phrases it; and a corollary of that 
realization was "that style can be a kind of mask, to be worn at 
will," so that "there was no reason to observe the law of 

unity": an insight clearly at work in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon. 38 
On another plane, what separates Les Demoiselles from 

Olympia are matters of class and race. Critics saw both 
Picasso's and Manet's prostitutes as working-class women 

owing to their compact muscularity and the perceived 
coarseness of their features.39 The superior station of Ma- 
net's prostitute is evident, however, from her sumptuous 
accessories and surroundings; it emerges, too, from the fact 
that she is quite alone but for the black maid whose servitude 
establishes the existence of an underclass compared with 
which the courtesan enjoys an elevated social standing. By 
contrast, Picasso's subjects are humble brothel denizens, 
women who would have been on call, if not always on their 
feet, from noon until three o'clock in the morning, available 
to any passerby with a modicum of disposable income (on a 

busy day they might have serviced from sixteen to twenty-five 
men each, while the courtesan limited her sessions to 

prearranged and costly assignations).40 Far from having 
dark-skinned servants to wait upon them, the demoiselles 
are themselves arguably in a position of some servitude to 
the woman at the left; and the Africanesque masks worn by 
two of them symbolically elide the distinction, and so the 

expected discrepancy in social status, between a white woman 
and a woman of color. Whereas Manet's picture presumed 
the viewer an haut bourgeois, Picasso's demoted him socially, 
implying that he procured his sexual goods at the equivalent 
of, say, K-Mart and not Saks Fifth Avenue; and there were 

larger signs of social slippage in the implication that the 

prospective public for a major art work would be not the elite 
but the hoi polloi. 

Among other, more evident changes, a certain downward 

mobility might be detected in Picasso's images of women in 
the period immediately preceding Les Demoiselles. In 1906, 
the artist passed from the wan, Italianate nudes of his Rose 

period to some bloated, marmoreal, but still classicized 

figures. In Two Nudes of that year (Fig. 2), the figures face one 

another, replicate one another, so that almost the entirety of 
a nude female form is made available to the gaze. The 

figures' groins are discreetly angled out of view, however, 
and as with most of Picasso's painted female nudes up to this 

point, their legs are close together, sealing off their crotches. 
At the same time, the women peel apart a curtain behind 
them, opening a space in the pinkish brown field that might 
be said to function abstractly as a displaced vagina or 

transposed female sexual space.41 In a way, the picture thus 

subtly demonstrates what Picasso illustrated more literally in 
a drawing of around 1901 (Fig. 3): the conventional identity 
of the body of a woman with the body of the paper or 
canvas-that space pliantly available to the probing of the 

painter's phallic pen or brush. 

Conventionally, both the act of painting and that of 

viewing have been described as phallic acts, acts of penetra- 
tion performed on that passive receptacle, the blank field of 
the canvas.42 "I paint with my prick," Renoir supposedly 
boasted. "A painter has also to paint 'with [his] balls,' " 

bragged Picasso to his mistress, the painter Frangoise Gilot. 
"I guess that even if a painter fucks a picture to a real climax 
once a year, it is quite a record," Mark Rothko later 
estimated. And the critic Jean Clair once pithily proclaimed, 
"The gaze is the erection of the eye."'43 Such metaphors and 
the general conceit of penetration as a trope for knowing 
implicitly exclude the female artist and viewer, of course. But 
in a less obvious way, these metaphors also exclude the artist 
and the viewer of color, for dark-skinned peoples of both 

genders have long been grouped with the feminine as objects 
for penetration, objects not knowing but subject to being 
discovered and known. James Olney refers to the colonialist 

"perception of the [African] countryside as an immense 

vagina," while Christopher Miller calls the African continent 
a "blank slate" endlessly inscribed with colonialist desires 
and fears.44 These various images converge, for example, in 

Kandinsky's suggestive recollection of how he mastered his 
craft: 

I learned to battle with the canvas, to come to know it as a 

being resisting my wish (= dream), and to bend it forcibly 
to this wish. At first it stands there like a pure chaste virgin 
with clear eye and heavenly joy. .... And then comes the 
willful brush which first here, then there, gradually con- 

quers it with all the energy peculiar to it, like a European 

36. An insight credited to Benjamin by C. Buci- 
Glucksmann, 224. 
37. L. Irigaray, "Women on the Market," in This 
Sex Which Is Not One, trans. C. Porter, Ithaca, N.Y., 
1985, 184; author's emphasis. Besides confusing 
that once basic distinction between the seller and 
the sold, the prostitute also disturbed the opposi- 
tion between work and sex which forms the basis for 
the concept of sublimation. The very possibility of 
the development of civilization is predicated-so 
Freud taught-on the systematic instilling of habits 
of sublimation. From this vantage point, the prosti- 
tute marks nothing less than the decline of civiliza- 
tion. See Doane, 260-1, 264, on which I rely for this 
observation. 
38. Poggi, 45, 32. 
39. On the complexities of Olympia's social stand- 
ing, see T. J. Clark, "Olympia's Choice," in The 

Painting of Modern Life: Paris in the Art of Manet and 
His Followers, New York, 1985, 79-146. 
40. Corbin, 127, 81. Picasso's picture reveals little 
of the appointments of the brothel that the demoi- 
selles occupy, but the assembling in a salon of "two 
lines [of prostitutes] in a previously arranged or- 
der" was typical of a higher rank of maison de 
tolirance (a term for government-regulated broth- 
els), as opposed to the lowest class of establishment, 
where the client's "choice was made in the adjoin- 
ing bar where each woman would solicit the clien- 
tsin turn." Protocol dictated that the lined-up 
women could not solicit the client by "a verbal 
invitation, but they all tried to tempt the visitor with 
winks, smiles, movements of the tongue, or exciting 
postures" (ibid., 83). 
41. I owe this observation to a former graduate 
student at Harvard, the critic David Pagel. 
42. See S. Gubar, " 'The Blank Page' and the Issues 

of Female Creativity," in The New Feminist Criticism: 
Essays on Women, Literature, and Theory, ed. E. 
Showalter, New York, 1985, 292-313, which cites 
Sandra McPherson: "The female genital, like the 
blank page anticipating the poem, is an absence, a 
not me, which I occupy" (ibid., 292). See also B. 
Johnson, "Is Female to Male as Ground Is to 
Figure?" in Feminism and Psychoanalysis, ed. R. 
Feldstein and J. Roof, Ithaca, N.Y., 1989, 255-68. 
43. S. M. Gilbert and S. Gubar, The Madwoman in 
the Attic, New Haven, 1979, 6 (this statement is 
evidently apocryphal); Rubin, 1989, 54, n. 1; 
J. E. B. Breslin, Mark Rothko: A Biography, Chicago, 
1993, 360; and A. Solomon-Godeau, Photography at 
the Dock: Essays on Photographic History, Institutions, 
and Practices, Minneapolis, 1991, 229. 
44. Cited in Miller, 245; ibid., 248. Declared a 
19th-century French author, "the Black seems to 
me the female race" (ibid., 244). 
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2 Picasso, Two Nudes, 1906, oil on canvas. New York, The 
Museum of Modern Art, Gift of G. David Thompson in honor 
of Alfred H. Barr, Jr. (photo: Museum of Modern Art) 

colonist, who pushes into the wild virgin nature, hitherto 
untouched, using axe, spade, hammer, and saw to shape it 
to his wishes.45 

Deferring the matter of race for the moment, I wish to 

pursue another question at this juncture-one that may 
facilitate a much-needed feminist analysis of Cubism more 

generally-and that is what the phenomenon of the vaunted 
new "Cubist space" signified in gendered terms. To this end, 
I must underline the phallicism endemic to the dialectics of 

penetration routinely deployed in descriptions of pictorial 
space and the operations of spectatorship. The type of space 
that Les Demoiselles d'Avignon inaugurated or, rather, prognos- 
ticated is a shallow space where voids seal over, becoming 
solid, while solids flatten and fragment. In Cubist space, 
movement transpires mostly laterally, through the mecha- 
nisms of passage, over borders broken down (perhaps under 
the pressure-to judge by the evidence of the stranger- 
looking demoiselles-of foreign influence). How are we to 
understand this sealing-off of that deep pictorial space which 
had for so long been identified with the feminine sexual 

body? And how are we to understand the disintegration of 
those penetrant masses which are readily identified with a 
masculine sexual presence?46 ("The radical quality of Les 
Demoiselles lies, above all, in its threat to the integrity of mass 
as distinct from space," Rosenblum declared; and other 
critics have used comparable phrases.)47 

One could argue that the space in full-fledged, analytic 
Cubist paintings is penetrable to a slight degree, but only at 
the viewer's peril owing to the pictures' shattered aspect; or 
one could say that a painting such as "MaJolie" (Woman with a 
Zither or Guitar) of 1911-12 (Fig. 4) is effectively impen- 
etrable and that, in either case, this sealing-over of the 

pictorial space has a subtly emasculating or dephallicizing 
effect on the male viewer. If his penetrant member no longer 
functions as a passkey to the world of knowledge, with its 

keyholes newly obstructed, he must prepare to apprehend 
pictures-and perhaps not pictures alone-in another way. 

Some Cubist paintings do allude, obliquely and teasingly, 
to the canvas as a female sexual space. But they do so with a 
new focus on female self-penetration, which renders the 
male organ extraneous. In Girl with a Mandolin (Fanny Tellier) 
of 1910 (Fig. 5), the nude woman's torso visually echoes the 

body of an instrument that is (also) at once volume and void, 
while her hand's placement at the rim of the sound hole 

3 Picasso, Environnement vaginal, ca. 1901, drawing. Private 
collection 
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4 Picasso, "MaJolie" (Woman with a Zither or Guitar), 
1911-12, oil on canvas. New York, The Museum of 
Modern Art, Acquired through the Lillie P. Bliss Bequest 
(photo: Museum of Modern Art) 

5 Picasso, Girl with a Mandolin (Fanny Tellier), 1910, oil on 
canvas. New York, The Museum of Modern Art, Nelson A. 
Rockefeller Bequest (photo: Museum of Modern Art) 

carries a mild autoerotic suggestion. In Majolie, by contrast, 
the woman's body melds with the body of the instrument, 
while both are shattered to the point that the viewer cannot 

distinguish mass from void. If the canvas remains in any 
sense a female space, it is no longer a fully available or 

penetrable one.48 Rosalind Krauss thus pinpoints Girl with a 
Mandolin as the moment when Picasso "watched depth and 
touch-what we would call the carnal dimensions-disap- 
pear, quite literally from sight."49 

Picasso's move to seal off the canvas from the penetrating 

movement of the viewer could be construed as an attempt to 

protect that viewer from what he had come to perceive as the 
horrors of the space the canvas once opened up. In 1912, as 
he began the process of building up forms materially on top 
of the canvas-in a further move away from opening up 
spaces behind the picture's surface-he crowed to Braque, "I 
am in the process of conceiving a guitar and I use a little dust 

against our horrible canvas."50 Why the canvas had become 
horrible in Picasso's sight is the question-though a further 

question is whether it was more a matter of an artist 

45. Wassily Kandinsky, "Reminiscences" (1913), in 
Robert L. Herbert, ed., Modern Artists on Art, Engle- 
wood Cliffs, N.J., 1964, 35. 

46. Rubin addressed this problem tellingly (though, 
to my mind, unhelpfully) by distinguishing Picas- 
so's contribution to Cubist practice from Braque's 
as follows: Braque provided the "passive, feminine 
side of the formal equation ( ... a vision of Tellus 
Mater notably open-laned, inviting entry)," while 
"the vigorous Picasso thrusts his hard, sculptural 
morphology" into that "syntactical-spatial struc- 
ture" (W. Rubin, "Pablo and Georges and Leo and 
Bill," Art in America, LXVII, Mar.-Apr. 1978, 136). 
47. Rosenblum, 1960, 25; my emphasis. 
48. Painting in Cubism's wake, Rothko observed in 
1956, "There is something about our times that 
does not allow us as artists to represent woman. 
Matisse still felt about the woman as one does about 
a chattel. He used her, he fucked her. He painted 

her as he lived with her. Today woman has her 

independence: man looks at her as his equal and 

something indefinable stands between them. Not 
as yet to my mind has anyone discovered what this 

something is. Whatever it is, it blocks the painter 
from seeing her the way former generations did. 
Because as an artist today I cannot see her, I paint 
the abstract image of woman until something hap- 
pens to show me the way toward a direct represen- 
tation-a new attitude perhaps toward her" (Bres- 
lin [as in n. 43], 360-61). 
49. R. Krauss, "The Motivation of the Sign," in 

Zelevansky, 271 (my thanks to Christine Poggi for 

reminding me of this passage). It bears noting that 
Picasso experienced a kind of crisis in realizing this 

picture: so many sessions did he demand from the 
model, whose presence he found "somewhat embar- 

rassing," that she lost patience and declined to 
return, leaving the artist with what he regarded at 

the time as an unfinished work (R. Penrose, Picasso: 
His Life and Work, rev. ed., New York, 1973, 169). 
50. Cited in Poggi, 5. The holes in the canvas 

opened by illusionistic or perspectival space had 
become "of ill repute during the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, implying deception 
about the nature of the medium," Poggi notes, 
while pursuing the case of a much discussed collage 
of 1913, Still Life: Au Bon Marchi, in which Picasso 

employed the phrase "un trou ici" in such a way 
that it apparently alludes to the genitals of a 

partially visible female figure. "In Picasso's collage, 
the newspaper text asserts the presence of a Trou 
without, however, creating the illusion of one. The 
hole remains an effect of writing pasted, with 
Picasso's characteristic wit, to a slight projection in 
the wall-like ground, for in a sense, it is a wall that is 

depicted here" (ibid., 152). 
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contriving to be rid of pictorial holes that had become 

repugnant to him, or whether those holes had, in a sense, 
already sealed themselves off insofar as artists had been 

progressively disusing the potentially deep space of the 
canvas since the latter part of the nineteenth century.5' 

The phenomenon of the gradual and inexorable flatten- 

ing of pictorial space in the evolution of modernist art has 
been variously explained. Long established was Clement 

Greenberg's formalist delineation of an ongoing consolida- 
tion of the means unique to each art medium, such that 

painting (for one) would increasingly reveal its fundamental 

two-dimensionality. More recently, T. J. Clark has compel- 
lingly argued that the shallowing of the picture space may be 
associated with a shallowing or depleting of the full texture of 
human experience under capitalism. But neither rationale 

quite accounts for the utter loathing of holes expressed by 
numerous modernists.52 I would argue that that element of 
horror might best be understood in relation to deep-seated 
and pervasive fears of the feminine body,53 or (in Freud's 

formulation) of the "dark continent" more broadly. That 
horror corresponds, in other words, to what some feminists 
have diagnosed as a crisis of masculinity brewing in the West 

by and after the turn of the century, as women and peoples of 
color increasingly made felt not merely their presence, but 
also their discontent with their inferiorized and subjugated 
status. The white male's privileged position was thus threat- 
ened by increasing claims for political and social autonomy 
on the part of European women, and by an influx of 

intriguing artifacts (such as African masks) that testified to 
the existence of impressive though alien visions and values in 
colonized societies at once derided and admired as "primi- 
tive."9 

To return to Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, then: the picture 
evidences not a full-fledged, almost fully flattened Cubist 

space, but "depth under stress," as Steinberg aptly put it. 
"This is an interior space in compression like the inside of 

pleated bellows, like the feel of an inhabited pocket, a 

contracting sheath heated by the massed human presence," 
Steinberg continued, framing the experience of viewing the 

work almost luridly as an act of coitus. The "very subject [of 
Les Demoiselles] is a connection-a passage from out here 
inward into the body of the representation," he averred; 
"Our vision heaves in and out" in "a similitude of sexual 

energy," as the painting offers us "an interior apprehended 
on the model of touch and stretch, a nest known by 
palpation, or by reaching and rolling, by extending one's self 
with it." Steinberg likewise constructed Picasso's experience 
in painting the picture as a simulacrum of coitus: the artist, 
here a Nietzschean figure, "wanted the orgiastic immersion 
and the Dionysian release," so that "one insistent theme" of 
Les Demoiselles is "the spasmodic action, the explosive release 
in a constricted space, and the reciprocity of engulfment and 

penetration."'54 
If Les Demoiselles provides a metaphorical sex act for the 

presumedly heterosexual male viewer, then it may well be 
the sex act to end all sex acts, an experience too awful to risk 

repeating. "Doesn't [the prostitutes'] shattering gaze rid us 
of any desire to enter into the picture's space?" queries 
Yve-Alain Bois."55 That the prospective act of coitus in 

question might be a treacherous one emerged also from 

Steinberg's account: Les Demoiselles "declares that if you 
wholly accept and undergo the esthetic experience, if you let 
it engulf and 'frighten' you... then you become an insider. It 
is in the contagion of art that . . . the distinction between 
outsider and insider falls away. Not every picture is capable 
of such overriding contagion.""56 Though he used the term 

"contagion" metaphorically here, elsewhere Steinberg and 
others have tied the daunting aspect of Les Demoiselles and 
the anger toward women it evinces to Picasso's alleged 
experience with a sexually transmitted disease. What has 

helped to frighten some critics, then, is the same (fantasized) 
prospect of being infected by the demoiselles with an illness 
that spells at best a chronic nuisance, at worst a slow and 

grisly death.57 (To my own eye, the demoiselles do not 

appear unwell, let alone syphilitic, but my disinclination as a 

straight female to patronize them immunizes me in any case 
from the possibility of contracting a disease.) 

"Right from the first sketches," Les Demoiselles was really a 

51. Steinberg implies the latter when he argues 
that "much of the disquiet in the left half of [Les 
Demoiselles] represents Picasso's rage against the 
solid drop of the canvas" (Steinberg, 25). 
52. What promises to provide a gendered account 
of the "modern psychopathology of space" associ- 
ated with the "psychology of abstraction" is the 

socially and architecturally oriented study "Modern- 
ism and Spatial Phobia" on which Anthony Vidler is 

currently engaged, as evidenced by his richly sugges- 
tive paper under that title given at the CAA confer- 
ence, New York, Feb. 17, 1994 (citations here are 
from my notes on that occasion). 
53. That such fears emerge with a vengeance in the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries has been persua- 
sively shown by E. Showalter, Sexual Anarchy: Gender 
and Culture at the Fin de Sidcle, New York, 1990; S. 
Gilbert and S. Gubar, "Tradition and the Female 
Talent," in The Poetics of Gender, ed. N. K. Miller, 
New York, 1986; and idem, No Man's Land: The 
Place of the Woman Writer in the Twentieth Century, 
New Haven, 1989. 

54. Steinberg, 46, 23, 25, 40, 46. Richardson pur- 
sues this line of thinking about Picasso, noting "the 

misogynistic pasha's" rendering of his mistress 

Marie-Therbse Walter as "a thing of flesh andori- 
fices"; toward the end of his life, "the sexual act and 
creative act become metaphors for each other, the 
work gapes with vaginas, which the loaded brush 
... would remorselessly probe" (Richardson, 68). 
55. Bois, 1988, 137. 
56. Steinberg, 40. 
57. Daix, in the minority, argues against this connec- 
tion, noting that the authorities directed their 
antivenereal-disease campaign against streetwalk- 
ers, while "bordellos were considered clean, regu- 
lated places" (Daix, 1993, 67). Steinberg notes that 

Mary Gedo, in an interview with Gilot (who did not 
meet Picasso until many years later) "substanti- 
ated" John Berger's suspicion that the artist had 
had a venereal disease; thus, in her Picasso: Art as 

Autobiography, she "interpreted much of the evolu- 
tion and final character of the Demoiselles in the 

light of the artist's medical history." Steinberg 
finally argues that while the revelation of Picasso's 
illness is meaningful, it cannot be said to provide us 
with the "rock-bottom truth" about Les Demoiselles 
(L. Steinberg, "Retrospect: Sixteen Years After," 
postscript to reprint of "The Philosophical Brothel," 
October, no. 44, Spring 1988, 71). Bernheimer 

cautions against dismissing the import of Picasso's 
medical history, pointing to the strong "fantas- 
matic association" which has linked modernist art 
with prostitution and disease (Bernheimer, 268). In 

preliminary studies for Les Demoiselles, Picasso con- 
sidered including a skull, which some scholars have 
seen as marking a continuation of concerns ex- 

pressed earlier, when the artist painted the sorrow- 
ful denizens of a hospital for ill prostitutes. Michael 
Leja suggests that those Blue Period pictures mani- 
fest a compassionate, "anarchist attitude--a view of 
prostitutes, particularly those of lower station, as 
victims of the economic and political status quo" 
(M. Leja, "'Le Vieux Marcheur' and 'Les Deux 

Risques': Picasso, Prostitution, Venereal Disease, 
and Maternity, 1899-1907," Art History, viII, no. 1, 
Mar. 1985, 67). And Leighten would have us view 
Les Demoiselles in related terms, almost as an anar- 
chist manifesto, an "explosive act . . . of la propa- 
gande par le fait" (Leighten, 1989, 74). Such claims 
reaffirm Picasso's standing (that enjoyed almnost 
automatically by the avant-garde's membership) as 
ally of the downtrodden, but in most critics' eyes, 
Les Demoiselles appears not as a testament to his 
deep sympathy for the prostitute, but as a report on 
his pathological hatred of women. 
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projection of Picasso's "complex and contradictory feelings' 
about women," Rubin asserts, while Bois explains the artist's 

production of the painting in terms of his rampant castration 

anxiety: "The Medusa (castration) metaphor . . . best ac- 
counts for . . . the apotropaic brutality of the finished 

picture.""58 Like the Oedipal narrative, the Medusa narrative 
can indeed be mapped onto many acts of cultural produc- 
tion; but such exercises too often lead in circles, explaining a 
certain masculinist vision of sexuality by a like vision of 

sexuality in a way that inevitably debases women. In sustain- 

ing a focus on the artist's vulnerable psyche, moreover, we 

may lose sight of the social ramifications of his acts. If we wish 
to pursue the hoary tale of castration with the idea of moving 
in a new direction-one with a view to social and historical 
realities as well as psychological ones59-we might turn our 
attention to the two figures at the center of the picture with 
their arms raised in the pose of the Venus Anadyomene. 

An image of Venus born of the sea foam, standing and 

wringing water from her hair, was a topos of history painting 
in the late nineteenth century, realized by Ingres among 
others.60 Unsurprisingly, what was not depicted was how the 
foam that sired the glorious goddess of love flowed from the 
severed genitals of Uranus, who had been castrated by his 
son Cronus in revenge for having been jettisoned into the 
underworld (along with Uranus's other sons, the Titans-the 
first human race). A buried subtext of Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, 
then, is the story of a woman coming to power at the expense 
of a patriarch whose authority was unexpectedly and irretriev- 

ably revoked. From a masculinist vantage point, this is 

certainly a horror story, but from a feminist one it could be, 
to the contrary, a fable or even a good omen of vengeance 
won against male tyranny. 

Although the female body figures in male fantasy as 

mapped by Freud as a castrated body, it is not thereby simply 
a figure of impotence; rather, the woman's putative "wound" 
becomes invested "with such intense negative cathexes that 
the castrated woman becomes phallic through her associa- 
tion with this powerful fantasmatic energy."6' As Steinberg 
and others see them, Picasso's demoiselles are eminently 
phallic: the prostitute second from left "arrives like a projec- 

tile"; the one in the center is "a pillar nude"; the crouching 
figure at the right evokes "a jumping jack"; and all the 
women "start up like jerked puppets."''62 To construct the 
female figure as a phallus is, in Freudian terms, a fetishistic 

strategy, a gesture at once of recognition and disavowal of 
the alarming fact that women have no penises. Numerous 
critics have framed Picasso's act in creating Les Demoiselles in 
related terms, as a self-ministering ploy to exorcise his 

private "demons," his fear of women and others. "My first 

exorcism-painting," the artist once called the picture, in an 

oft-quoted statement.63 
Picasso's irrational fears would not, of course, die with 

Picasso. For the past two decades, critics have repeatedly 
explored and, it seems, empathetically reexperienced the 
artist's fears while discounting the more justified pain of 
those his art would exorcise, namely his declared "enemy," 
women, and his undeclared enemy, peoples of color-whom 
he erased or diminished in other ways, by denying the 
influence of their visual culture on his work. " 'L'art negre?' 
Never heard of it," Picasso reportedly snapped at an inter- 
viewer interested in the impact of tribal art on his work. By 
World War II-that is, at the moment Les Demoiselles first 

emerged into the limelight by entering the collection of the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York-Picasso was routinely 
denying that he had been affected by tribal art in composing 
Les Demoiselles, claims that were until not long ago parroted 
by historians. In fact, he had seen "examples of art nIgre here 
and there for at least six months before he absorbed it into 
the fabric of the Demoiselles," argued Rubin in 1983.64 It is 
now a commonplace of the art-historical literature, however, 
that " 'primitive' artefacts were invested with value at the 
same time as--or even after-similar technical innovations 

appeared within Western art practices" in a phenomenon of 

sheerly coincidental cultural convergence.65 Comments 
Michele Wallace sharply, "black artists and intellectuals 

widely assume that a white world is simply unable to admit 
that art from Africa and elsewhere in the third world had a 
direct and profound influence on Western art because of an 

absolutely uncontrollable racism, xenophobia and ethnocen- 
trism."66 

58. W. Rubin, "Picasso," in "Primitivism" in 20th 

Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern, 2 
vols., exh. cat., Museum of Modern Art, New York, 
1984, I, 253 (Rubin credits Steinberg for this 
revelation); and Bois, 1988, 138. 
59. "Psychoanalysis gives us sexual identity as con- 
struction," but "the terms of that construction" 
seem "to fix things for ever in the given, and 
oppressive, identities, with no connections through 
to the social-historical realities that it also seems 

accurately to be describing .... No doubt it is an 
articulation of the psychical and the social in the 
construction of sexuality and sexual identity that we 
need to break the deadlock" (Heath [as in n. 18], 
56-57). 
60. Frances Frascina identified the type of pose in 
question and traced its history (F. Frascina, "Real- 
ism and Ideology: An Introduction to Semiotics 
and Cubism," in C. Harrison, F. Frascina, and G. 
Perry, Primitivism, Cubism, Abstraction: The Early 
Twentieth Century, New Haven, 1993, 112-20). 
61. Bernheimer, 272. 
62. Steinberg, 25, 43. 
63. Malraux, 11. With Les Demoiselles, Picasso "suc- 

ceeded in overpowering the demons that were 
causing him so much anguish, achieving what 
William Rubin has called, 'a relentless self-confron- 
tation . . comparable in this sense only to Freud's 
solitary self-analysis' " (Daix, 1988, 137). 
64. See "Appendix VII: Picasso's Equivocations 
with Respect to Art Ntgre," in Rubin, 1983, 632. 
65. G. Perry, "Primitivism and the 'Modern,' " in 
Harrison et al. (as in n. 60), 3; author's emphasis. 
Adds Perry, "The characteristics of 'primitive' 
sources were thus seen to conform to, rather than to 
simply inspire the changing interests of modern 
artists" (ibid.). In 1942, Zervos stated, "The artist 
has formally certified to me that at the time he 
painted the Demoiselles d'Avignon, he knew nothing 
of the art of black Africa" (cited in Leighten, 1989, 
86). Kahnweiler protested on the artist's behalf in 
1948, "I must, once more, dispute the validity of 
the thesis of a direct influence of African art on 
Picasso and Braque. .. . The real question was one 
of convergence," that is, "in Negro art, the Cubists 
rediscovered their own conception of the work of 
art as object" (D.-H. Kahnweiler, "Negro Art and 
Cubism," Horizon, xviii, no. 108, Dec. 1948, 413, 

414). Observed Gertrude Stein, African art "con- 
soled Picasso's vision [rather] than aided it.... 
Picasso first took as a crutch African art and later 
other things" (Stein [as in n. 6], 19). In 1940, in an 
exceptional admission of the impact of tribal art on 
his work (one notable, however, for its intimation of 
paranoia), Picasso expressed his initial sense of 
relation to the "fetishes" in the Trocad6ro: "The 
Negro pieces were intercesseurs, mediators. ... They 
were against everything. . . . I too am against every- 
thing. I too believe that everything is unknown, that 
everything is an enemy! Everything! Not the de- 
tails-women, children, babies, tobacco, playing- 
but the whole of it! I understood what the Negroes 
used their sculpture for. . . . all the fetishes. . were 
weapons. To help people avoid coming under the 
influence of spirits again, to help them become 
independent. They're tools" (Malraux, 10-11). 
66. M. Wallace, "Modernism, Postmodernism and 
the Problem of the Visual in Afro-American Cul- 
ture," in Out There: Marginalization and Contempo- 
rary Cultures, ed. R. Ferguson et al., Cambridge, 
Mass., 1990, 48. 
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What is symptomatized by Les Demoiselles d'Avignon and by 
its reception, and symptomatized (more abstractly and indi- 

rectly) by the shallowed space of the Cubist canvas, is a fear 
that spirals through Western society from the late nineteenth 

century to the present: the fear of women and outsiders, 

including peoples of color, usurping masculine roles and 
Western prerogatives, assuming agency. In other words, a 
fear of the loss of male hegemony together with a fear of the 
loss of hegemony of the West are at issue in Les Demoiselles, so 
that the painting may be read as a gesture of "recognition 
and disavowal ... of the fact that the west-its patriarchal 
subject and socius-is threatened by loss, by lack, by others," 
as Hal Foster astutely observes.67 

If Les Demoiselles d'Avignon has functioned historiographi- 
cally as the preeminent modern site where shifts in the 
dominant visual order took place, it has held that position 
not simply because it announced the advent of Cubism, or 
because it featured prostitutes, those allegorical figures of 
the modern, but because those prostitutes' physiognomies 
are more or less foreign-looking, ranging (from left to right) 
from stylized Egyptian and Iberian to caricatured African 

types. The hidden shoal on which the ship of mimetic, 
Mediterranean, visual ideals is widely said to have foundered 
is not just the body of a debauched woman, but of an exotic 
and debauched woman. And the rhetoric critics used to 
describe that body (while trying to capture the spirit of 
Picasso's visual rhetoric) at times seems to betray a fear of the 
decline of the West spelled by the breaching of Western 
borders by others-an irrational fear, of course, since West- 
erners had invaded other continents and not the reverse. A 
term such as "decivilizing," for instance, applied to the 

demoiselles, resonates with an echo of the vocabulary of that 
colonialist discourse which underpinned sweeping and draco- 
nian policies wherein "the other is there only to be reappro- 
priated, recaptured, and destroyed as other," as He61ne 
Cixous phrases it.68 

Although the women in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon are all 

light-skinned, critics often differentiate the two with African- 

looking masks as distinctly ugly, bestial, and dirty or conta- 

gion-ridden-that is, with all the scathing stereotypes that 
have so long dogged dark-skinned peoples. To Western eyes, 
the African art that engaged Picasso appears "unbearably 
ugly," pronounced Rosenblum.69 Rubin refers to "the mon- 

strously distorted heads of the two whores on the right," 
contrasting them with "the comparatively gracious 'Iberian' 
courtesans in the center."70 And in the view of Rubin and 

Bernheimer both, Les Demoiselles effectively illustrates "the 

very process of atavistic regression, from the 'normal' heads 

of the two central figures through the dark metamorphosis of 
the woman on the left, to the Africanized masks and twisted, 
disordered anatomies of the two right-hand figures." The 

painting thus betrays "a fantasy about the active presence in 
woman's sexual nature of her dark, primitive, degenerate, 
perhaps diseased biological origins."71 Frances Frascina 

actually compares African masks that bear some relation to 
those concocted by Picasso with medical photographs of 

figures horribly deformed by the effects of syphilis, claiming 
(quite unconvincingly, to my eye) that there are similarities 
between them.72 Observes Bhabha sagely: "Black skin splits 
under the racist gaze, displaced into signs of bestiality, 
genitalia, grotesquerie, which reveal the phobic myth of the 
undifferentiated whole white body."73 

The subtext to all these texts on the relation of the more 

European-looking figures to the two figures in Africanesque 
masks is a narrative of regression: of normality regressing 
into deviancy, of well-being degenerating into disease, and of 
contained eroticism lapsing into raw animality. In this light, I 
must note that in numerous critics' eyes, the two women 
whom I describe as wearing African-looking masks do not 
wear masks at all, but are hybrid creatures instead. (What 
might justify this reading is the striated, greenish shading on 
the breast of the figure at the upper right, which echoes the 

green stripes on her face or mask, though I would maintain 
that the disjunction between these figures' heads and their 
bodies is otherwise so marked as to invite us to see them as 

wearing masks.) That these white women might be metamor- 

phosing into 'jungle-nosed nudes" is a cause for terror (as 
parallel scenarios of humans turning into insects or monsters 
in later horror movies would be) because mongrels are 
viewed as impure, degenerate, and corrupting-the notion 
that indigenous populations are degenerate and savage 
having been indispensable, of course, to the rationale for 

colonizing them. What looms in Les Demoiselles also is what 

Mary Doane identifies as "a strong fear that white women are 

always on the verge of 'slipping back' into a blackness 

comparable to prostitution. The white woman would be the 
weak point in the system, the signifier of the always too 
tenuous hold of civilization."74 

The identification of the European woman with the figure 
of the primitive, played out in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, is a 
familiar one, encapsulated by Freud's allusion to white 
women as the "dark continent." Freud associated white 

female sexuality with the sexuality of "races at a low level of 
civilization," where (as with children) sexuality is allowed 
"free rein" in a course held to account for the putative 
evidence of diminished cultural achievement among these 

67. Foster, 182. 
68. H. Cixous, "Sorties," in H. Cixous and C. 
Clement, The Newly Born Woman, trans. B. Wing, 
Minneapolis, 1986, 71. 
69. Rosenblum, 25. 
70. Rubin, 1983, 630; my emphasis. The" 'African' 
faces ... finally conjure something that transcend- 
sour sense of civilized experience, something omi- 
nous and monstrous such as Kurtz discovered in 
the heart of darkness" (ibid., 632). (For an insight- 
ful reading ofJoseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness as 
the paradigmatic Africanist text, see Miller, 170- 
71.) 

71. Bernheimer, 270; see also Rubin, 1983, 635, 
which expresses parallel concepts. 
72. Frascina (as in n. 60), 128-29. 
73. Bhabha (as in n. 21), 132-33. 
74. Doane, 214. 
75. Cited in ibid., 210. 

76. P. Brantlinger, "Victorians and Africans: The 
Genealogy of the Myth of the Dark Continent," in 
Gates, ed. (as in n. 32), 215. 
77. Miller, 150, 23; author's emphasis. 
78. Thus, Picasso's primitivism "gestured toward 
cultures whose transformative powers [he] admir- 

ingly offered as escape routes from the stultifica- 
tion of French culture and academic art" (Leighten, 
[as in n. 20], 622). 
79. Foster, 194. 
80. Foster was the first to wonder publicly, in 1985, 
"Is this aesthetic breakthrough [represented by Les 
Demoiselles] not also a breakdown, psychologically 
regressive, politically reactionary?" (ibid., 181). In 
1990 Michelle Wallace ventured that the painting 
"seems to represent the desire to both reveal and 

repress the scene of appropriation as a conjunction 
of black/female bodies and white culture-a scene 
of negative instruction between black and white 
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populations.75 In colonialist fantasies, then, the notion of the 
dark continent "contains the submerged fear of falling out of 
the light, down the long coal chute of social and moral 

regression," as Patrick Brantlinger phrased it; and that 

fear of backsliding has a powerful sexual dimension .... 
In European writings about Africa, [Dominique] Mannoni 

says, "the savage ... is identified in the unconscious with a 
certain image of the instincts.... And civilized man is 

painfully divided between the desire to 'correct' the 

'errors' of the savages and the desire to identify himself 
with them in his search for some lost paradise (a desire 
which at once casts doubt upon the merit of the very 
civilization he is trying to transmit to them)."76 

Like Gauguin, Matisse, and many other modernists, for a 
time Picasso hoped to pioneer a new vision by looking to a 
new place, far from Europe. While Matisse would contrive a 

safe, masculinist utopia or pornotopia set in a France 

magically refashioned as an Orientalist, white North Africa, 
however, Picasso composed a dangerous, masculinist dysto- 
pia set in a Paris abruptly invaded by elements of black 
Africa. "As the Orientalist dream dies, the surprise is to find 
Africa within the self," notes Miller, and that surprise was an 

unpleasant one, for "Africanist discourse is at the least an unhappy 
Orientalism, a discourse of desire unfulfilled and unftlfillable."77 

From a certain perspective, both Matisse's paradise and 
Picasso's hell might qualify as regressive visions. But to some, 
the specter of affluent white men not getting what they 
wanted or, as it were, getting more than they bargained for 
from the women and dark-skinned peoples they exploited is 
at least more heartening than seeing those same men's 
desires indulged. Traditionally, art-historical narratives con- 
strue Picasso's and Matisse's projects both as progressive, of 
course, on the understanding that the artists' recourse to 
cultures their own society had deemed primitive implied a 

critique of that (parent) society's values.78 Had Les Demoiselles 
been prominently exhibited and discussed in the years after 
it was painted, it might conceivably have had that impact, so 
shocked was the reaction to the picture among the small 
audience it reached. But the painting was effectively sup- 
pressed until such time as the potential for critique repre- 
sented by the "primitive" had been "contravened, absorbed 
within the body of modern art," so that, from the moment it 
became the object of sustained attention, Les Demoiselles 
could be vaunted as the greatest achievement of the world's 
greatest modern artist.79 

Surely Les Demoiselles d'Avignon could never have enjoyed 

the phenomenal celebrity it has if it did not function in some 

ways to confirm prevailing social biases. By the time the great 
icon's retrogressive implications had at last begun to emerge 
to view, however, 80its pivotal standing was already subject to 

question. If the picture's great stature has ostensibly re- 
mained undiminished-witness the major homage orga- 
nized by the Mus&e Picasso-its position has become increas- 

ingly, oddly isolated. As analyses of Cubist practice have 

recently (and for good reason) shifted to semiologic models 
that better suit more abstract idioms than Picasso was yet 
prepared to deploy in 1907, the status of Les Demoiselles has 
become a somewhat separate matter."8 The move toward 

isolating the picture well anticipated this methodological 
shift, however. And I suspect a contributing, though doubt- 
less subliminal factor in the severing of Les Demoiselles from 
that Cubist corpus it was once said to engender--namely, an 

impulse to, in a sense, quarantine the painting's notoriously 
"contagion"-ridden body. 

Les Demoiselles d'Avignon was hailed as the first Cubist 

painting during a period when its subject matter was scarcely 
mentioned.82 Until the picture's theme became an explicit 
focus of interest-owing to Steinberg's groundbreaking 
essay of 1972-the "young ladies" of Avignon enjoyed an 
exalted status as the virtual mothers of modernist painting. 
But once they were openly fingered as whores who merely 
hid behind the flimsy curtain of a euphemistic title,83 the 
demoiselles would be sternly and painstakingly stripped of 
their maternal status.84 Not only are prostitutes convention- 

ally thought to be barren, but what children they do bear 
must be of uncertain parentage; and Cubism could not be 
tainted as an illegitimate production. Worse yet that Cubism 
should be exposed as a black bastard; yet of the five 
demoiselles, critics had pinpointed above all the Africanized 
nudes as the site of Cubism's birth. Steinberg referred to "the 

intruding savage, deeply recessed, trapped in the cleft of a 
curtain whose collapsing pleats simulate an impenetrable 
solidification of space-the famous birthplace of Cubism," 
while Kahnweiler isolated the figure at the lower right, with 
her legs spread wide as they would be in giving birth, as "the 

beginning of Cubism, the first upsurge."8s5 No doubt the 

right-hand side of the painting, which Picasso finished last, is 
the more innovative part; but that these specific figures 
should have been isolated as the crucial site on the crucial site 
of origin for modernist painting also betrays a Western habit 

of symbolically pressing Africa into service as the originary 
realm, together with the habit of leveling the image of Africa 
into that of an ever penetrable, yet ever unknowable, femi- 
nine body.86 

art or black and white culture" (Wallace [as in n. 
66], 45). 
81. Here the pioneers have been Bois (1992) and 
Poggi. 
82. What made Les Demoiselles "truly revolutionary" 
was that "in it Picasso broke away from the two 
central characteristics of European painting since 
the Renaissance: the classical norm for the human 
figure, and the spatial illusionism of one-point 
perspective," pronounced Fry (as in n. 2), 13, 
though both those paradigms had long since been 
disused, as others have by now pointed out. 
83. In 1916 Salmon gave the painting the title by 
which it has always been publicly known (Daix, 

1993, 65). Picasso protested in 1933: " 'Les Demoi- 
selles d'Avignon,' how this title irritates me.... You 
know very well that the original title from the 
beginning had been The Brothel of Avignon" (D. 
Ashton, ed., Picasso on Art: A Selection of Views, New 
York, 1972, 153). 
84. "The dazzling discoveries of Cubism ... are 
nowhere to be found, even in their germinal state in 
Les Demoiselles," Daix could state categorically by 
1988 (Daix, 1988, 137). 
85. Steinberg, 45; McCully, 60. 
86. "In the face of the male desire to collapse 
sexual and racial difference into oceanic plenitude, 

feminism needs to insist on the complex, 'multiple 
and cross-cutting' nature of identity," Tania 
Modleski reminds us, while asking further: "how do 
we rid ourselves of the desire for a 'line of origin,' 
how avoid positing either sexuality or race as 
theoretically primary, while we at the same time 
undertake to understand the vicious circularity of 
patriarchal thought whereby darkness signifies femi- 
ninity and femininity darkness" (Modleski [as in n. 
21], 78). Some African-born writers now "depict the 
African past as a purloined, kidnapped, and 
usurped origin, as an originary violence that pre- 
cludes the autonomy of any given object, leaving 
only a void" (Miller, 233). 
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When we first spy the crouching woman at the lower right 
of Les Demoiselles, our attention is arrested by the frontally 
poised, vividly drawn, Africanesque mask that serves as her 
face and, as our gaze travels downward, we expect to find 
that her whole body faces us with the genitals lewdly exposed 
between her boldly spread legs (a vision the artist initially 
considered, as sketches show).87 But Picasso elected instead 
to tease us, turning the woman's back to us so that her sexual 

organs are suppressed, while her mask might be seen (on 
second thought) as covering the back of her head. Picasso's 

gesture, of withdrawing what he had seemed to promise-a 
graphic view of the tabooed area of the labia and vagina- 
must be viewed in light of the subsequent sealing-off of 

pictorial space that Cubism effected. On the one hand, we 
could construe that shallow Cubist space as implementing 
metaphorically a wishful recovery of the hymen so as to 
render the feminine body of the canvas intact, in a sense 

presexual, and so unthreatening. But sealed female genitalia 
may also connote what has been regarded as deviant femi- 
nine sexuality, that is, lesbianism or barrenness, both of 
which were associated with the prostitutes' subculture (as 

virginity, needless to say, was not). Numerous critics discern 
a masculine quality to some or all of the women in Les 

Demoiselles d'Avignon, pointing to their sometimes flattened 
breasts-which might evoke the virilized form of the New 

Woman, as well as certain stereotypes about the lesbian body. 
To other critics, however, the demoiselles' bodies suggest the 

hypersexualized figure of the femme fatale. Significantly at 
issue in both these disparate interpretations is a nonprocre- 
ative feminine type.88 

The figures with African-looking masks, once universally 
accepted as Cubism's mothers, began to be accorded more 

complicated and more sinister roles in the early 1970s, then, 
at a moment when African Americans and women generally 
in the United States were assuming more aggressive roles 

including, for women of every color, that of winning and 

exercising the right to refuse maternity. No longer cast as the 

harbingers of a great birth, the figures in Africanesque masks 
became instead the avatars of a ghastly death. To Rubin, the 
" 'African' faces express more ... than just the 'barbaric' 

character of pure sexuality . . . their violence alludes to 
Woman as Destroyer-vestiges of the Symbolist femme fa- 
tale."89 

The figure of the femme fatale articulates "fears surround- 

ing the loss of stability and centrality of the self, the 'I,' the 

ego. These anxieties appear quite explicitly in the process of 
her representation as castration anxiety," argues Doane.90 

Owing to what were imagined as the devouring mouths and 
fathomless depths of their vaginas and uteruses, women have 
been poetically associated with the vertiginous terrors of the 

abyss;91 and in many critics' eyes the demoiselles have 

spelled precisely the threat of that abyss. Though he did not 
leave gaping holes in the painting's structure, and though he 

kept the women's mouths drawn closed and their vaginas 
occluded from view, there remained a nagging doubt: "What 
secret reserves of space does that jungle-nosed nude, looking 
in from backstage, leave behind?" as Steinberg anxiously 
expressed it.92 

Just as the female body enfolds certain distinct and vital 
holes or spaces (which are not, of course, generally scary or 

fully unknowable to women themselves), women have been 
associated symbolically with the holes or gaps in the epistemo- 
logical fabric of the culture-and not women alone. Black 
Africa has had a parallel status in the Western imagination: 
the very word, Africa, "is practically synonomous with ab- 
sence in Western discourse."93 Because the experience of 
women and peoples of color has historically been discounted 
under patriarchy, once the paternal order's epistemological 
fabric began to shred, those missing threads became the 

subject of increasing anxiety and interrogation. 
The crisis of legitimation associated with the advent of 

modernity entailed a kind of dethroning of the sovereign 
white male subject. And "discussion of loss of authority 
inevitably comes around to women," Alice Jardine aptly 
notes; " 'Woman,' 'the feminine,' and so on have come to 

signify those processes that disrupt symbolic structures in the 
West."94 Not only women but also dark-skinned peoples 
"have traditionally been perceived as figures of disorder, 

'potential disrupters of [European] masculine boundary 
systems of all sorts.' " From the dominant perspective, as 
Elaine Showalter writes (though with a view only to women), 
these populations' "social or cultural marginality seems to 

place them on the borderlines of the symbolic order, both 
the 'frontier between [white] men and chaos' and danger- 
ously part of chaos itself, inhabitants of a mysterious and 

frightening wild zone outside of patriarchal culture."95 
To the majority of critics, in Les Demoiselles d'Avignon 

Picasso conjured an exceedingly compelling vision of just 

87. See drawings 46r and 47r in sketchbook 3, as 

reproduced in Seckel, I, 163. 
88. Women become "widely available commodities 
with the 'massification' of industrial labor and 

society, simultaneously losing their 'natural' quali- 
ties (a feminine essence, a nature determined by 
child-bearing) and their poetic aura" (Buci-Glucks- 
mann, 222). "The femme fatale is represented as 
the antithesis of the maternal-sterile or barren, 
she produces nothing in a society which fetishizes 

production" (Doane, 2). His sketches show that 
Picasso considered including a bitch suckling her 

puppies in Les Demoiselles-an emblem of natural, 
maternal femininity to contrast with the prostitutes' 
unnatural femininity-and some critics suggest 
that he intended thus to convey a message to his 
erstwhile lover, Fernande Olivier (whom he associ- 

ated with the demoiselles), because of his dismay at 
her infertility. Olivier left Picasso for a matter of 
months soon after he completed the painting. To 

please him, she had adopted a daughter, but she 
returned the adolescent girl to the orphanage when 
he took too active an interest in her. "It is impos- 
sible not to infer that it is Fernande whose image he 
was now [that is, in Les Demoiselles] destroying," 
argues Daix, 1993, 71-72. 
89. Rubin, 1983, 632. The modern "woman's body, 
deprived of its maternal-body, becomes desirable 

only in its passage to the limit: as death-body, 
fragmented-body, petrified-body," asserts Buci- 
Glucksmann, 226. 
90. Doane, 2. 
91. "This Baudelairean abyss-an inclination for 
chasm-like ruin and nothingness--. .. lives through 
a continuous metaphor, that of the feminine sex" 

(Buci-Glucksmann, 228); author's emphasis. "We 
have been frozen in our place between two terrify- 
ing myths: between the Medusa and the abyss. It 
would be enough to make half the world break out 

laughing, if it were not still going on. For the 

phallo-logocentric aufhebung [sublation] is there, 
and it is militant, the reproducer of old schemes, 
anchored in the dogma of castration. They haven't 

changed a thing: they have theorized their desire as 

reality," comments Cixous (as in n. 68), 68-69. 
That the image of the abyss does not terrify every- 
one is suggested by the example of Georgia 
O'Keeffe, whose abstract chasms hold positive con- 
notations of sexual identity. (For that matter, In- 
dian Buddhists write of the "Peace of the Uttermost 

Abyss.") 
92. Steinberg, 41. 
93. Miller, 175. 
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such a wild zone. But on finishing that picture, the artist 

would soon proceed to calmer territory-by moving for a 

time toward resisting or suppressing the feminine, the 

bodily, and the foreign. Thus the analytic Cubist paintings to 

follow feature tamely banal motifs: still lifes, landscapes, 

portraits, and (fewest of all) rather chastely abstract nudes.96 

Museum visitors traversing the galleries of the comprehen- 
sive "Pioneering Cubism" exhibition at the Museum of 

Modern Art in 1989-after having been greeted at the 

show's entrance by the always galvanizing presence of the 

demoiselles-might well have wondered: What happened to 

that flagrant, raw nudity as Cubism developed? What hap- 

pened to those baldly African elements? 
Numerous historians would answer that Picasso "purged 

himself of these barbaric impulses." Subdued by "the disci- 

plining influence of the French tradition," represented by 

C6zanne and Braque, he turned away from these profound 
sources of inspiration-African art and Spanish art-and 

succumbed to "the classicizing influence of Braque.'"97 The 

result was that the African sources of "high" Cubist art would 

remain comparatively inevident, and scholars would tend to 

diminish them in any case, the better to qualify Cubism as a 

classic art.98 What has been neglected also is that, in retreat- 

ing from the jarring content of Les Demoiselles, Picasso equally 
retreated from his own heritage, since he had specifically 
conceived two of the women as Iberian, and southern 

Spain-his birthplace-lies closer to Africa than any place 
else in Europe.99 Later in his life, Picasso liked to say that 
"cubism is Spanish in origin" and that "it was I who invented 

cubism."'00 But Braque invented it with him in the wake of 

the storm caused by Les Demoiselles, and Braque had no 

penchant for the dark, bold, sensual, and tragic dramas of 

Spanish art or for the aspects of tribal art that so gripped 
Picasso. Braque "was never at all afraid of [the 'Negro 

pieces']," marveled Picasso, "because he wasn't affected by 
what I called 'the whole of it,' ... everything that surrounds 

us, everything that is not us-he didn't find all of that 
hostile."101 

Another answer to the question: what happened to those 

big-as-life, bawdy women in the aftermath of Les Demoiselles is 

that they got dissected-first by Picasso and, much later, by a 

legion of art historians who would probe the painting's 
innards, examining its gestational process in microscopic, 
and admittedly intriguing, detail. Such was the impetus 

behind the sedulous and scrupulous scholarship assembled 

to accompany the Paris exhibition commemorating the 

painting, a show praised for having "brilliantly ... dissected 

such a point of origin"102-or, in a manner of speaking, for 

performing a successful autopsy on the former prostitute- 
mothers of modernist painting. (Historically, prostitutes had 

been the object of dissection in literal ways as well, "for the 

corpses of destitute prostitutes often served for anatomical 

dissection, thereby fulfilling the explicit fantasy of numerous 

nineteenth-century writers to examine female physiology by 

literally cutting women up.")'03 
As Doane and others have diagnosed it, the urge to plumb 

the depths of feminine sexuality stemmed from the sense 

that women harbor a threatening "secret, something which 

must be aggressively revealed, unmasked, discovered."'04 In 

this light, the shallow, sealed-off space of analytic Cubism 

might be understood to function defensively as a space where 

almost everything lies on the surface, revealed to view. In its 

hiddenness, women's interiority was, like "the invisibility of 

nature's interiority ... threatening precisely because it threat- 

ens the balance of power between man and nature, and 

between men and women," observes the historian of science, 

Evelyn Fox Keller. "To this problem, the culture of modern 

science has found a truly effective solution .... Instead of 

banishing the Furies underground, out of sight, as did the 

Greeks, modern science has sought to expose female interi- 

ority, to bring it into the light, and thus to dissolve its threat 

entirely."'05 
Protracted efforts at exposing the hidden, inner workings 

of Les Demoiselles d'Avignon have not noticeably assuaged the 

critics' uneasiness, however. The discourse on the picture 
over the past two decades-since Steinberg substantially 
redirected the course of discussion-might be said to prove 
instead its sustained ability to move men to reexperience 
their deepest anxieties about questions of origins (about the 

unequaled powers of the mother and the invisibility of the 

father), to the point where they have hoped to exorcise the 

"exorcism-painting," to expel it from Cubism's cherished 

body. Thus, Les Demoiselles has gradually assumed the form 
of a detached preface to a new, improved version of the 

Greatest Story Ever Told, which now centers on the relatively 
de-ethnicized and disembodied corpus of "high" Cubism; 
for now we are offered a Cubism that commences at ever 

later dates: in 1908, according to Rubin, and as late as 1912 

94. A. A. Jardine, Gynesis: Configurations of Woman 
and Modernity, Ithaca, N.Y., 1985, 67, 42. 

95. Showalter (as in n. 53), 7-8. "From the earliest 
times, Black Africa was experienced as the literal 
end of European knowledge," notes Miller; "Afri- 
canist discourse in the West is one in which the 
head, the voice-the logos, if you will-is missing" 
(Miller, 22, 27). 
96. Further, Picasso scarcely individualized and 

rarely named his female subjects, whereas he often 

managed to make his male sitters recognizable, in 

spite of the difficulties involved (Kozloff, 38-9). 
97. Rosenblum, 26; Rubin, 1983, 636. 

98. "At the very crux of MOMAism, analytical 
cubism in particular must be protected from out- 
side influence; thus tribal art is assigned 'but a 

residual role' in it" (Foster, 193). Bois separates the 
ritual from the "purely formal" aspects of African 
art, and associates the former with Les Demoiselles, 
the latter with Cubist collage (Bois, 1992). 
99. An argument can be made that Picasso was, 
however unconsciously, protecting himself as a 

foreigner in France, where "from the first Moroc- 
can Crisis of 1905, . . . 'nationalism became an 

atmosphere' " (D. Cottingham, "Cubism, Aestheti- 
cism, Modernism," in Zelevansky, 62). He did not 
succeed, however, for during World War I French 
critics condemned the Cubists as "mostly foreign- 
ers" (Leighten, 99). 
100. Cited in Ashton, ed. (as in n. 83), 154. 

101. Malraux, 11. Braque's famous comment to 
Picasso with regard to Les Demoiselles has been 

variously reported and variously translated: "It's as 

though you wanted to make us eat tow or drink 
kerosene," or "It is as if someone had drunk 
kerosene to spit fire" (cited in Rubin, 1989, 348). 
102. Bois, 1988, 172. 
103. Bernheimer, 270-71. The first serious study 
of prostitution, done in 1836 by Alexandre Parent- 
Duchatelet, was impelled "by a fantasy that per- 
vades literary and artistic production in his wake"; 
that "of knowing female sexuality and defining its 
essential difference" (ibid., 270). Regarding the 

urge to dissect female bodies of African descent, see 
Gilman (as in n. 32). 
104. Doane, 1. 
105. E. F. Keller, "Making Gender Visible in Pur- 
suit of Nature's Secrets," in Kauffman (as in n. 21), 
195. 
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by Bois's account.106 Though Rubin and Bois continue to 
insist on the momentousness of Les Demoiselles, such claims 

plainly lose some freight once the case is made that the 

painting did not, in fact, inaugurate Cubism. 
Viewers of Les Demoiselles have mostly reacted in extreme 

ways from the very first. An exception was the critic F61ix 
F6neon, who mildly advised the artist that he really ought to 
take up caricature.107 And maybe 

F6n0on 
got it right; for Les 

Demoiselles might almost be read as a giant cartoon. What is 
comical to me are those two mischief-makers in outlandish 
masks galling their prospective johns as their co-workers 

coolly take the measure of the (now unnerved) men who 
dawdle and gawk before them-men as interchangeable as 
the currency in their wallets which surely forms their only 
true appeal. What amuses me no less, however, is the nervous 

response to this spectacle of feminine effrontery by my fellow 

historians; for no other modern picture has elicited such 

widespread and visceral discomfort, mounting at times to a 

hysterical pitch. For decades, the line of women in Les 

Demoiselles has functioned for many critics like a dreaded 
dream that will not fade. And the nightmare in question- 
which these critics think (with reason) is the same bad dream 
that impelled Picasso to paint the picture-features a file of 

sturdy, experienced, working women of ambiguous heritage 
and humble descent; women apparently unimpressed and 
unbowed by the men who approach them; "women whose 

independence was clearly menacing," as Pierre Daix de- 
scribes them.'08 What is humorous, then, is the notion that 
this dream should rightly petrify us all, while to some of us, of 

course, such figures-however summarily, distortedly, or 

abstractly drawn-do not evince aliens, much less monsters: 
to the contrary, they bear a passing resemblance to ourselves. 

Prostitutes and femme fatales admittedly make less than 

perfect feminist heroines. And white prostitutes sporting 
goofy, pseudo-African masks no doubt make poor heroines 
for people of African descent: plainly it would be farfetched 
to construct the demoiselles in heroic terms pure and simple. 
Doane points out that far from being "the subject of 

feminism," the femme fatale is rather "a symptom of male 
fears about feminism"; yet "because she seems to confound 

power, subjectivity, and agency with the very lack of these 
attributes, her relevance to feminist discourse is critical."'09 
If the demoiselles can never function successfully as models 
of empowerment, they have, nonetheless, already functioned 

effectively as lightning rods for fear of the empowerment of 
women and peoples of color. One story Les Demoiselles and its 

reception teaches is how "a crisis in phallocentric culture was 
turned into one of its great monuments," as Foster aptly puts 
it.ll? The sense of crisis or panic that has animated the 
literature on Les Demoiselles and the ongoing efforts to 

encapsulate the picture in an isolated discursive space prove 
that it has had some destabilizing or decentering effects on 
the viewers for whom it was intended. It may, by the same 

token, be capable of having some more centering effects on 
the rest of us. 

Writing from the position of the so-called exotic woman, 
perenially subject to the perorations of that "vague entity" 
Man, who has presumed to speak for all humanity, Trinh T. 
Minh-ha protests: 

I am profoundly indifferent to his old way of theoriz- 

ing-of piercing, as he often claims, through the sedi- 
ments of psychological and epistemological "depths."... 
Seeking to perforate meaning by forcing my entry or 

breaking it open to dissipate what is thought to be its 
secrets seems to me as crippled an act as verifying the sex 
of an unborn child by ripping open the mother's womb.'I1 

In light of the violence and phallicism of these Western 

epistemological ideals-of penetrating and dissecting as 

supreme forms of learning, knowing, and so possessing-the 
received reading of Les Demoiselles d'Avignon as the most 

apotropaic of all modern images takes on another valence; 
for here is a paradoxical case of those most penetrable of all 
women, prostitutes, arrayed across that reputedly penetrable 
fine-arts vehicle, the canvas, yet being apprehended widely 
as the fiercest of warnings not to penetrate, but to stay at a 
safe, respectful remove. 

Those feminists who are leery of further inflating Picasso's 

already outsized stature may yet find some purpose, then, in 

protecting the iconic status of his most brazen and motley 
picture. After all, the viewers this painting specifically ad- 
dresses-men mostly used to deriving at the least some basic 
form of acknowledgment and so reassurance from works of 
art-have often found themselves deeply troubled by Les 

Demoiselles d'Avignon. Whatjars them is a glimpse it seems to 
afford of a time and circumstance when the continued 

primacy, or even viability, of their habitual modes of perceiv- 
ing and knowing appears not merely doubtful, but also 

distinctly unwelcome. 
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